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The future of transaction and contract management in a digital world

We now live in the digital age...
Signing paper-based contracts manually exposes the organisations to
several risks, ranging from not being able to identify the signatory,
or witnesses, to documents staying unsigned, lost, missing pages, or
damaged. In our work as contract management consultants, we have
examined hundreds of thousands of agreements, and the incidence of poor
document control, resolutions and signatories is high; placing the validity
of the contracts at risk.

Digital signatures on electronic documents, go a long way to mitigating these
risks, while simultaneously making the signing process easier, quicker and more
robust. Signing documents in bulk, saves executive time too.
The use cases for signing digitally are extensive, and cover every function
in an organisation, be it internally (procurement, sales, HR, legal, accounting, governance, operations) or with external parties from suppliers,
customers, contractors, partners and other corporate forms and contracts.
As wide as the use cases are for signatures for an organisation, so is the
applicability across Industries, Real Estate, Health care, Financial Services,
Logistics, Manufacturing, anywhere there is a form or contract to sign.
The benefits are clear, a higher level of compliance, reduced risk, faster
turn-around times, customer friendly and efficient.

Why RealSignatures?
RealSignatures has been developed as an e-signature solution from
our two decades of experience in contract management software, the
solution utilises much of the foundations of a mature Enterprise Contract
Management application, proving seamless integration into document
management, structured data base, workflow, audit and reporting,
encryption, security rights, etc.
Its available on premise, or hosted. Locally supported, with an
implementation team for integration capabilities into an 3rd party
software.

RealContract’s E-Forms capability is a natural extension
for creating, storing and extracting the data from the
signed forms.
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It turns previously manual, paper based, “dumb” forms into stores of
valuable data. Similarly, RealContract’s contract management capabilities,
with linked obligations and tasks, extends the automation and digitisation
of the application and contracting process to the next level.
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DygitalME is an application to authenticate individuals and organisations,
and share information, making repetitive form filing unnecessary, while
providing another level of authentication (for FICA or RICA as an
example) through a self-service and data ownership approach.
Organisations are able to grow functionality from the same platform to
extend to a fully automated digital solution, as these processes mature.

RealSignatures are also
POPIA Compliant

www.realyst.com
For more insights on digital signatures, visit our Blog, Facebook, LinkedIn, & YouTube profiles.
Alternatively, e-mail us: pmaddison@realyst.com

